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COMPETENCY MODEL FOR
ELECTRICAL TESTER (2016)
CLASS CODE 7512

The following competencies have been identified as those that best separate superior
from satisfactory job performance in the class of ELECTRICAL TESTER. (Numbers
refers to the order of competencies in the Competency Bank.)
2. Mathematics
4. Analytical Ability
8. Safety Focus
10. Physical Capability
20. Job Knowledge
23. Equipment Operation
26. Electrical Understanding
33. Interpersonal Skills
On the following pages are descriptions of each competency, including a definition, the
level of the competency required for the class (italicized, bolded, and underlined),
examples of behavioral indicators, and satisfactory and superior performance levels.
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2. MATHEMATICS – Performs arithmetic or higher-level mathematical computations
accurately.
Level of Competency Required by Job:
Level 1:

Perform arithmetic computations (add, subtract, multiply, divide,
ratios, percentages).

Level 2:

Use algebra (substitute numbers for letters in a formula),
geometry (angles, distances, area), and/or descriptive
statistics (mean/median/mode, standard deviation, range).

Level 3:

Apply and interpret calculus, inferential statistics (t-tests,
correlations, ANOVA, multiple regression) or other very high level
mathematics.

Examples of Behavioral Indicators:





Quickly and accurately performs arithmetic computations.
Appropriately selects and applies formulas for stated purpose.
Correctly identifies an appropriate analysis for a specific purpose and selects
the appropriate computer program for computation.
Accurately interprets and presents results of mathematical/statistical
computations.

Performance Levels:
Satisfactory

Superior

Knows mathematical requirements of
the job and performs them correctly.
Verifies work to ensure accuracy.

Identifies additional opportunities for
the application of mathematics in work.
Answers questions/trains others to
assist them in their use of mathematics.
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4. ANALYTICAL ABILITY – Identifies, obtains, and evaluates relevant information to
establish relationships or patterns, cite causes, and reach
logical conclusions
Level of Competency Required by Job:
Level 1:

Recognize similarities/differences in current situation to those
previously encountered and is guided accordingly. Apply
existing policies correctly. Ask pertinent questions or
otherwise seek additional information to formulate appropriate
response

Level 2:

Consider multiple, varied factors when evaluating a situation or
issue. Seek additional information to provide further insight. Reach
conclusions that logically follow from the information obtained.

Level 3:

Consider a multitude of diverse factors, their interrelationships, the
perspectives of others, alternative courses of action and their likely
ramifications when evaluating information to reach a conclusion.

Examples of Behavioral Indicators:





Obtains the necessary amount of relevant information.
Recognizes the impact of each type of information on conclusions.
Evaluates the quality/source of information when considering it.
States the shortcomings of the information and, therefore, the analysis.

Performance Levels:
Satisfactory

Superior

Recognizes
available
relevant
information,
seeks
additional
information to consider, and reaches
a conclusion. Provides sound,
convincing
justification
for
conclusions, citing relevant data and
facts.

Uses a great deal of existing and
obtained information and data to
develop and evaluate alternatives
and arrive at a final conclusion.
Provides compelling arguments in
support of conclusions.
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8. SAFETY FOCUS – Performs work in a way that minimizes risk of injury to self or
others.

Level of Competency Required by Job:
Level 1:

Maintain awareness of unsafe conditions and actions to avoid
injury.

Level 2:

Follow safety rules/procedures; avoid known hazards in the work
environment.

Level 3:

Carefully follow safety rules and procedures and consistently
use all necessary safety equipment.

Examples of Behavioral Indicators:







Wears seat belt.
Ensures safe physical work environment by taking actions such as eliminating
unstable stacks of materials, closing drawers so filing cabinets will not tip
over, and keeping pathways clear of tripping hazards.
Reviews safety procedures before beginning each job with known hazards.
Follows safety procedures while performing work even when it takes more
time.
Uses safety equipment such as goggles, gloves, and earplugs as required or
warranted.
Frequently checks safety equipment for proper condition and operation.

Performance Levels:
Satisfactory

Superior

Maintains awareness of personal
safety to avoid injury or property
damage during all work activities.

“Safety first.” Places avoidance of
injury or property damage above all
other job requirements. Mentions the
need to follow safe work practices to
co-workers. Actively seeks ways to
avoid injury.
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Safety Knowledge Areas
1. Knowledge of Department of Water and Power operating orders and safe work
procedures concerning work authority (such as a “CLEARANCE” or “OK TO”) to
be able to safely and correctly carry out work duties related to high and low
voltage electrical equipment.
2. Knowledge of energized
power circuit breakers,
considered safe to work
safe to touch sufficient
equipment.

equipment (e.g. transformers, instrument transformers,
generators, and capacitors) such as the distance
around electrical equipment and whether equipment is
to safely and correctly work with and around such
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10. PHYSICAL CAPABILITY – Strength, endurance, flexibility, and/or coordination.
Level of Competency Required by Job:
Level 1:

Sitting and/or standing for extended periods of time.

Level 2:

Awkward body position and/or precise motions required;
and/or repeated lifting, carrying, and/or manipulation of
objects; and/or walking for extended periods of time.

Level 3:

Continuous or extreme exertion of physical effort.

Examples of Behavioral Indicators:






Sits and may occasionally stand or walk for entire workday (except breaks).
Walks for the duration of the workday.
Repetitive motion required to perform task.
Repeatedly lifts and carries heavy objects.
Exerts maximal effort for extended periods of time.

Performance Levels:

Satisfactory

Superior

Performs tasks requiring physical
capability satisfactorily and without
undue physical stress or harm.

Performs tasks requiring physical
capability correctly with relative ease.
May be asked to perform the most
physically demanding tasks or be
sought by co-workers for assistance.
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20. JOB KNOWLEDGE – Knows information required to perform a specific job.
Includes both widely available courses of study (for
example, chemistry, human resources management,
graphic arts) and City-specific information (parking
regulation
and
ticketing
practices;
purchasing
procedures; provisions of the City Charter).

Level of Competency Required by Job:
Level 1:

Knowledge is concrete, factual, and/or procedural and may be
defined by the organization. Situations in which it is applied
are quite consistent.

Level 2:

Knowledge is substantive and may be defined by an external trade,
field, or profession. Situations in which it is applied vary and, as
such, require breadth and depth of understanding.

Level 3:

Knowledge is abstract, conceptual, and/or complex and may be
supported by a well-defined academic discipline or authoritative
sources (e.g., laws, ordinances, government guidelines/regulations/
codes). Situations in which it is applied may vary greatly or be
novel.

Examples of Behavioral Indicators:






Performs work correctly/avoids technical (job content related) errors.
Answers technical questions about work accurately.
Asks few technical questions about the performance of routine work activities.
Offers advice (“coaching”) to new employees regarding their work.
Develops training programs for other employees.

Performance Levels:
Satisfactory

Superior

Sufficient job knowledge to perform
work
correctly
independently.
Answers technical questions about
work correctly.

Expertise in technical job information
sufficient to serve as a resource to
others.
May
develop
training
manuals/ programs and/or give
internal
and/or
external
presentations related to work.
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Job Knowledge Areas
1. Knowledge of proper usage (e.g., establishing proper connections) and
maintenance (e.g., ensuring proper calibration) of electrical testing apparatuses
such as multimeters, insulation resistance meters, and power supplies in order to
ensure proper use of electrical testing apparatuses and correctly perform
maintenance to ensure proper working condition.
2. Knowledge of professional standards pertinent to electrical and electronic testing
such as the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers and the National
Electric Code sufficient to perform tests of apparatuses such as cables,
transformers, and power circuits in a safe and correct manner.
3. Knowledge of methods for testing the moisture content of Sulfur hexafluoride (SF
6), dry air, and nitrogen using a dew point meter in order to determine whether
testing equipment (e.g., Hipot test sets) is suitable for use.
4. Knowledge of wiring diagrams and schematics at a level sufficient to correctly
interpret information such as relative positions of electrical devices and
components within an electrical circuit in order to correctly perform tests of
electrical devices.
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23. EQUIPMENT OPERATION – Operates specialized equipment in performance of
job duties.

Level of Competency Required by Job:
Level 1:

Operate equipment based on on-the-job training.

Level 2:

Operate equipment based on attendance at a training program
and practice.

Level 3:

Operate equipment for which in-depth, complex training was
required and which may require certification.

Examples of Behavioral Indicators:





Operates equipment proficiently.
Operates equipment with strict adherence to safety procedures.
Understands the operation of equipment used on the job and correctly
answers questions about it.
Willingly participates in any training necessary to maintain up-to-date
knowledge of equipment operation.

Performance Levels:
Satisfactory

Superior

Operates equipment safely and with
a high degree of proficiency.

Operates equipment with extreme
proficiency and correctly answers
questions about its operation. Trains
and/or coaches others in the operation
of
equipment.
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Equipment Operation Area
1. Operation of electrical and electronic equipment such as electric meters, cables,
transformers, power circuit breakers, instrument transformers, generators, and
capacitors in order to safely and correctly perform tests and calibrations to
ensure the equipment is in operable condition.
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26. ELECTRICAL UNDERSTANDING – Comprehends the concept and the operation
of flow of electrical current.

Level of Competency Required by Job:
Level 1:

Know the properties of electricity relevant to the work environment
and work to be performed in order to correctly perform work and
recognize hazards that will be created by the failure to do so.

Level 2:

Sufficient understanding of electricity to recognize problems
and determine repair needed to prevent disaster/restore
operation.

Level 3:

In-depth understanding of electrical principles and phenomena
sufficient to design and/or oversee the installation of complex
electrical systems.

Examples of Behavioral Indicators:





Ensures safe physical work environment by taking actions such as eliminating
exposed electrical wire, faulty connections, empty sockets, and overloaded
circuits.
Recognizes the danger of fire from faulty electrical installations.
Uses tools, equipment, and instruments properly to accomplish electrical work
correctly and safely.
Systems designed and/or for which installation is overseen perform as
intended upon completion.

Performance Levels:
Satisfactory

Superior

Understands the operation of
electricity sufficient to readily learn
and perform electrical work.

Displays exceptional insight into the
operation of electrical systems, and
makes correct inferences regarding
them.
Promptly
and
accurately
troubleshoots
problem.
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33. INTERPERSONAL SKILLS – Interacts effectively and courteously with others.

Level of Competency Required by Job:
Level 1:

Interact with members of the workgroup, supervision, and/or
the public in a cordial, service-oriented manner.

Level 2:

Interact across department lines and with appointed City officials,
and/or members of the public, at times under adversarial
circumstances, in a cordial, respectful manner.

Level 3:

Interact with appointed and elected City officials, department
heads, representatives of external organizations, and/or the media
in a cordial, effective manner

Examples of Behavioral Indicators:







Works well with others toward mutual objectives.
Does not arouse hostility in others.
“Disagrees without being disagreeable.”
Elicits acceptance/cooperation from others.
Affords all individuals respect, regardless of their role or status.
Effectively addresses concerns of politicians or others who may have their “own
agenda.”

Performance Levels:

Satisfactory

Superior

Behaves in a courteous, respectful,
cooperative manner toward co-workers,
other City employees, and members of
the public.

Facilitates
positive
interpersonal
relations within/among workgroups and
toward members of the public. Adept at
finding similarities and grounds for
cooperation/mutual benefit.

